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Companion to

SWIFTPULL® set 

on page 54

 

CHAMPAGNE OPENERS

7460 SWIFTURN™ Champagne Opener*

!is opener is part of the SWIFTPULL® family 
of hand-held uncorking equipment. !is 
easy-to-use Champagne opener will provide the 
perfect #nish to your SWIFTPULL® collection. 
Rubber perforations through the handle assure 
a positive non-slip grip. !e SWIFTURN™ 
prevents eye injury from %ying Champagne 
corks because the cork is captured before the 
wire muzzle is broken or twisted. Satin Nickel 
#nish. 3” wide at the top and 4-1/2” high. Pkg. 
Code*: BXR (with hanger tag), PC.

Imprint area: 1” X 1/4” across the top (on either side of the hinge). 

Metal Laser or Pad Print.

 

2257

2021 BacchusTM Champagne/Wine Opener 

!is universal tool removes wine and 
Champagne corks, screwtops, bottle caps and 
cracks nuts. !e anodized aluminum body has 
a two-step boot lever and sturdy serrated knife 
blade. To grip a Champagne cork open the 
hinged handle at the top. A ribbed gripper on 
one side clenches the cork to turn it loose from 
the bottle. Black coated spiral. 5-1/2” L, 1-5/8” 
W. Black Pkg. Code: BX, PC.

Imprint area (top): 1-1/4” x 1/4”. Screen/Pad Print or Laser on lever.  

2257G

Sleek,

Elegant

and SAFE!

New

2021

2264 Champagne Combo Opener/Stopper

!is unique unit is a combination Champagne 
cork remover that also doubles as a stopper. 
Two spring-loaded metal handles are inset 
into the sides. A&er breaking the wire muzzle, 
spread the handles apart and place on the 
bottle. !ere are 12 (total) claws that press 
into the cork. Open by holding the unit and 
slowly turning the bottle to gently ease the cork 
out. Later, the rubber Champagne stopper up 
inside the opener can be used to store le&over 
Champagne. Stands 2-3/4” H, 1-1/2” dia. Pkg. 
Code: BU, PC.

Imprint area: 1-1/2” x ¾”. Screen/pad Print

7460

2264

See page 27 

for similar uses.

2257 Champagne Opener™, Chrome 
Plated —Made in Italy

2257G Champagne Opener™, Gold Plated

Safely opens sparkling wines. !e wire muzzle is 
composed of a wire that breaks a&er 6 or 7 lateral 
movements. Grasp the cork before twisting or 
breaking the wire muzzle for completely safe 
extraction. Measures 3-3/4” across, 4” high.  

Pkg. Code: BU, BXR. 

Imprint area: 1” X 1/2”. Laser.

Using a Champagne Opener lets you 
gently turn the bottle instead of the 

cork. With this added control, you can 
ease the cork out to save the precious 

bubbles in the wine.

2265 Champagne Saber in Wood Box

Back to the days of Napoleon, many victories were celebrated by decapitating bottles of bubbly with 
their swords. !e saber was the weapon of choice back then and the whole ritual of celebration 
has evolved today and is still used by some to open bottles of champagne. A distinguishing feature, 
unlike a regular saber, is that the  blade is not sharp. It makes an interesting gi& for modern day 
swashbucklers. !is impressive model has a blunt stainless steel blade, brass bolster, rivets and 
an inlaid rosewood handle. Traditional Laguiole decor embosses the handle and bolster. Blade 
11-3/8” long, overall, 16-3/8” long. Warning: �e Champagne Saber should only be used by an

experienced sommelier trained in the art of sabrage. Pkg. Code*: BX(beautiful 2-piece slide-top 
wooden box which is 17-1/2” L x 3-3/4” W).
Imprint area on Box: 3” x 2-1/2”; Imprint area on Blade: 3” x 1” Metal Laser

9350 Champagne Pliers, Silver Plated

Attractively designed piece gives a positive grip for champagne cork removal. 3-1/2” wide, 4-1/2” 
long. Pkg. Code*: BX. 
Imprint area: 1” X 1/4”. Laser.

93502265

Removes wine 
and Champagne 
corks, screwtops, 
bottle caps and 

cracks nuts!

Imprint area on Box: 3” X 2-1/2”. 
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